
  

  1 
Abstract 2 
Compared to conventional arrested heart surgery, beating-heart 3 
surgery is promising as the advantages of eliminating adverse effects 4 
caused by a heart-lung bypass machine and enabling intraoperative 5 
evaluation of heart motion. However, the fast motion of the heart 6 
introduces a significant challenge for beating-heart surgery. In this 7 
paper, a teleoperation system, which employs an impedance control 8 
for the master robot and an ultrasound image-based position control 9 
for the slave robot (surgical robot), is proposed to achieve non-10 
oscillatory force feedback and heart motion compensation, 11 
respectively. Specifically, an impedance model is designed for the 12 
master robot to provide the human operator (surgeon) with non-13 
oscillatory haptic feedback. To compensate for the beating heart’s 14 
motion, ultrasound imaging is used to obtain the position of the point 15 
of interest (POI) on the heart tissue. As the use of ultrasound imaging 16 
introduces non-negligible time delay caused by image acquisition 17 
and processing, a recurrent neural network (NN)-based 18 
physiological organ motion predictor is proposed. The predicted POI 19 
position is used to control the slave robot to automatically 20 
compensate for the beating heart’s motion. The proposed method is 21 
validated through experiments. The proposed control strategy with 22 
NN-based heart motion predictor is compared to the other two 23 
strategies without heart motion predictor and with an extended 24 
Kalman filter (EKF)-based heart motion predictor. The experimental 25 
results present that the proposed strategy with NN algorithm shows 26 
significant advantages (higher synchronization accuracy and 27 
relatively steady slave-heart contact force) over the other two 28 
strategies. 29 
 30 
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1 Introduction 35 

Cardiovascular disease is one of the leading causes of death 36 

worldwide [1]. Conventional heart surgery requires the heart 37 

is arrested by connecting the patient to a heart-lung bypass 38 

machine, which has the same function as a beating heart to 39 

provide blood and oxygen to the patient’s body. However, the 40 

use of heart-lung bypass machine introduces adverse effects 41 

[2]–[6] to the patients such as the increased risk of stroke and 42 

possible long-time cognitive loss [2], [7]. Moreover, for 43 

arrested-heart surgery, it is difficult to evaluate the heart 44 

motion during operation; that is, the evaluation of the heart 45 

motion can only be implemented after the heart beats normally 46 
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again [8]. On the contrary, beating-heart surgery can eliminate 47 

such negative effects by allowing the heart to beat normally. 48 

For beating-heart surgery, the most prominent challenge needs 49 

to be addressed is the rapid movement of the beating heart, 50 

whose movement velocity and acceleration are approximately 51 

210 mm/s and 3800 mm/s2, respectively [9].  52 

In clinical practice, a heart stabilizer [10] is generally used 53 

to hold a small area tissue on the surface of the beating heart 54 

to keep the tissue from moving. However, this heart stabilizer 55 

can only be used for extracardiac surgery and the heart 56 

movement cannot be eliminated completely. To date, to 57 

compensate for the beating heart’s motion, robot-assisted 58 

beating-heart surgery has been proposed by employing a 59 

surgical robot and synchronizing its motion with the beating 60 

heart’s motion via position and/or force control. By 61 

automatically synchronizing the surgical robot position with 62 

the beating heart’s motion, the position commands exerted by 63 

the human operator will be executed on a seemingly arrested 64 

heart. In fact, the summed position of the human operator and 65 

the heart will act as the reference value for the surgical robot. 66 

This can improve the precision and accuracy of beating heart 67 

surgical procedures and decrease the fatigue and exhaustion of 68 

the human operator. 69 

For robot-assisted beating-heart surgery,  a teleoperation 70 

system offers more advantages over a hand-held device for 71 

surgery, especially in minimally invasive surgery [11], such as 72 

more accuracy and repeatability, the facilitation of motion 73 

scaling, and the ability to telemanipulate the surgical robot 74 

over a long distance. A master-slave teleoperation system 75 

generally involves a master robot that provides position 76 

commands and a slave robot that receives those commands and 77 

executes tasks on the heart tissue. The human operator will 78 

manipulate the master robot to implement tasks instead of 79 

directly operating on the heart tissue. As the surgical robot will 80 

follow the master robot’s position commands, it is defined as 81 

the slave robot in a telerobotic system. To guarantee the human 82 

operator to feel the interaction force between the slave robot 83 

and the beating-heart tissue, a bilateral teleoperation system 84 

(haptic feedback) is necessary. With haptic feedback, both 85 

accuracy and repeatability of the forces can be improved [12], 86 

and tissue damages and undesirable trauma can be reduced 87 

[13]. Therefore, in this paper, we will focus on a bilateral 88 

teleoperation system for beating-heart surgery. 89 
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An essential issue for the bilateral teleoperation system is 1 

the non-oscillatory haptic feedback. To avoid the induced 2 

motion phenomenon [14], the human operator should only feel 3 

a force that one would feel when directly working on an 4 

arrested heart. In other words, the quasi-periodic heartbeat-5 

induced forces caused by the residual position mismatch 6 

between the slave robot and the heart motion and by the slave-7 

mounted force sensor’s internal inertia should not be 8 

transmitted to the human operator. Therefore, the oscillatory 9 

portion of the slave-heart interaction force should be filtered 10 

out [15], and only the non-oscillatory portion should be 11 

transmitted to the human operator. 12 

To achieve heart motion compensation and non-oscillatory 13 

force feedback, various methods have been proposed. In [16], 14 

Nakamura et al. adopt a monochrome high-speed camera to 15 

measure the heart position, so that the surgical robot can 16 

automatically track a laser-lit point on the heart. In [17], 17 

Ginhoux et al. measured the cardiac motions by using a 500-18 

Hz camera to avoid aliasing. In [18], a pair of X-ray cameras 19 

and an infrared tracking system were combined to obtain the 20 

positions of the internal markers attached to the heart tissue. 21 

Another common sensor used for guiding intracardiac beating 22 

heart repairs is the ultrasound machine. Yuen et al. developed 23 

an ultrasound-guided motion compensation system for 24 

beating-heart mitral valve repair [19], [20]. Kesner et al. 25 

applied a robotic catheter system combining ultrasound 26 

guidance and force control to perform cardiac tissue ablation 27 

[21]. In [22]–[25], the authors developed a teleoperation 28 

system and combined ultrasound images with various 29 

controllers to compensate for the heart’s motion.  30 

In addition to image-based sensors, non-image-based 31 

sensors such as force sensors and sonomicrometry crystals are 32 

proposed to solve the problem of motion compensation and/or 33 

haptic feedback. In [26], [27], the authors utilized force 34 

sensors to compensate for the physiological motion by 35 

controlling the contact forces to track the desired ones. These 36 

methods were assumed that the surgical robot has somehow 37 

been initially controlled to contact with the heart, and the 38 

control goals are maintaining contact between the tool and the 39 

tissue. In [28], [29], the authors used sonomicrometry crystals 40 

to track the beating-heart motion in real-time and generalized 41 

adaptive predictors to predict the heart’s motion. This 42 

technique is feasible as the heart position can be captured 43 

through blood, although the calculation is complex and time-44 

consuming. 45 

As discussed above, most successful applications of robot-46 

assisted surgical systems have been performed based on 47 

position and/or force control; that is, the surgical robot is 48 

treated as an isolated system. However, for surgical 49 

procedures, control of the dynamic behavior between the 50 

surgical robot and the heart tissue is also required. To regulate 51 

this kind of dynamic behavior, in our previous research [30]–52 

[32], robot impedance control was used. By designing two 53 

reference impedance models for the master and slave robots 54 

and appropriately adjusting the parameters of the models, both 55 

heart motion compensation and non-oscillatory force feedback 56 

could be achieved.  57 

In [25], the master robot impedance control was combined 58 

with the ultrasound image-based position control to achieve 59 

the system’s objectives and extend the application of the 60 

systems in [30], [31]. Specifically, the position of the beating 61 

heart can be obtained from ultrasound images and be used to 62 

synchronize the surgical robot’s motion with the heart’s 63 

motion. However, the time delay caused by ultrasound image 64 

acquisition and processing is non-negligible and must be 65 

compensated for. Otherwise, the robot will follow the delayed 66 

heart motions, which creates the risk of tool-tissue collision 67 

and puncture.  68 

To compensate for the time delay, the delayed heart 69 

position should be predicted. The heart motion prediction is a 70 

problem of time series forecasting, which requires a model to 71 

predict future values of the time series based on its present and 72 

previously observed values. To solve time series forecasting 73 

problems various methods have been proposed such as 74 

Kalman filtering, weighted moving average, and exponential 75 

smoothing. As the heart motion is quasi-periodic, in [25], an 76 

extended Kalman filter (EKF) was used for motion prediction. 77 

To improve the prediction accuracy, in this paper, a neural 78 

network (NN)-based heart motion prediction method is 79 

proposed. It has been demonstrated that a NN model can 80 

approximate any continuous function and it has been 81 

successfully used for forecasting of many time series in many 82 

applications [33], [34]. Also, NN has the advantage that it can 83 

approximate nonlinear functions without any prior 84 

information of the data series, which makes it suitable for 85 

application of quasi-periodic beating-heart motion prediction. 86 

Much of the past work [35]–[37] on using NN to predict 87 

an organ’s physiological motion has focused on radiotherapy 88 

and the prediction of tumor motion under respiration. For 89 

image-guided radiotherapy applications, diagnostic X-ray 90 

imaging was used to detect the markers on the tumor. In this 91 

paper, ultrasound imaging is used to obtain the heart position 92 

and no markers are implanted on the surface of the heart to 93 

reduce the harm to the human body and increase the 94 

observation accuracy of the heart position.  95 

A recurrent NN, which includes feedback loops having a 96 

profound positive impact on the learning capability and on the 97 

prediction performance, is used in the paper. In our previous 98 

research [38], a NN-based heart motion predictor was 99 

proposed and compared to an EKF heart motion predictor. 100 

And the experimental results show that the NN predictor has 101 

significant advantages such as higher prediction accuracy and 102 

longer prediction horizon compared to the EKF predictor.  103 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 104 

introduces the developed teleoperation system for beating-105 

heart surgery. Section 3 presents the master robot impedance 106 

control method for non-oscillatory haptic feedback to the 107 

human operator. Section 4 describes ultrasound image-based 108 

heart motion compensation algorithms for the slave robot and 109 

NN-based heart motion predictor. Section 5 shows the 110 

experimental results of the developed teleoperation system and 111 

compares the results of using no predictor, EKF algorithm, and 112 

NN algorithm. Finally, Section 6 gives concluding remarks of 113 

the paper. 114 



  

2 Teleoperation System for Beating-Heart Surgery 1 

In the paper, a bilateral teleoperation system is proposed by 2 

combining the NN-based heart motion predictor with master 3 

robot impedance control. Specifically, to simultaneously 4 

achieve non-oscillatory haptic feedback on the master robot 5 

and motion compensation for the slave robot, an impedance 6 

controller for the master robot and an ultrasound image-based 7 

position controller for the slave robot are proposed for 8 

telerobotic beating-heart surgery (Figure 1). As will be 9 

discussed later, a reference impedance model is designed for 10 

the master robot to provide the human operator with the non-11 

oscillatory haptic feedback. The ultrasound imaging is used to 12 

obtain the beating heart’s position, which is added to the 13 

master robot position. The summed position is the reference 14 

trajectory for the salve robot so that it can comply with the 15 

beating heart’s motion and follow the position commands of 16 

the human operator. To deal with the time delay caused by 17 

ultrasound image acquisition and processing, a recurrent NN 18 

is utilized as a heart motion predictor.  19 

 20 

Figure 1.  System concept of the proposal. The reference impedance model 21 
for the master robot is proposed to provide the human operator with non-22 
oscillatory haptic feedback, and ultrasound imaging is used to obtain the 23 
beating heart’s position and control the slave robot to synchronize its motion 24 
with the fast heart motion. 25 

 26 

The developed teleoperation system for beating-heart 27 

surgery, which consists of the human operator, the beating 28 

heart, the master robot, and the slave robot, is shown in Figure 29 

2. The human operator manipulates the master robot to control 30 

the slave robot implement specific surgical task on the beating 31 

heart. The objectives of the system are (a) providing non-32 

oscillatory force feedback to the human operator through the 33 

master robot, and (b) synchronizing the slave robot with the 34 

motion of the beating heart and meanwhile manipulating the 35 

slave robot to follow the position commands of the human 36 

operator. To this end, two force/torque sensors and an 37 

ultrasound machine are used to acquire force and position 38 

signals of the robots.   39 

For the master site, to guarantee the human operator mostly 40 

perceives the slave-heart interaction forces with little feedback 41 

from the oscillatory forces, a reference impedance model is 42 

designed for the master robot with appropriate adjusted 43 

parameters. In Figure 2, the reference impedance model is 44 

related to the interaction force between the human operator 45 

and the master robot fh and the interaction force between the 46 

heart tissue and the slave robot fe. As will be discussed later, 47 

this reference impedance model can filter out the high-48 

frequency portion of fe and achieve fh equals the filtered fe, so 49 

that the human operator perceives non-oscillatory force 50 

feedback. The reference impedance model generates a 51 

reference position xrefm
 to the master robot controller for the 52 

master robot to follow.  53 

For the slave site, to synchronize the slave robot with the 54 

beating heart’s motion, an ultrasound machine is used to obtain 55 

the position of the beating heart xe. Through ultrasound image 56 

acquisition and processing, the obtained heart position xe  is 57 

added to the position of the master robot xm , and the 58 

summation xr ( = xm + xe)  is transmitted to the slave robot 59 

controller as a reference position signal. Therefore, the 60 

position of the slave robot xs can compensate for the heart’s 61 

motion and follow the position commands of the master robot.  62 

The presence of ultrasound imaging introduces two 63 

challenging issues to be addressed: time delay and slow 64 

sampling rate. First, the time delay caused by ultrasound image 65 

acquisition and processing is approximate 160 ms, which is not 66 

negligible and must be compensated for. Second, the 67 

ultrasound machines have slow frame rates typically between 68 

20 to 60 Hz. The robots, however, are controlled at a fast 69 

sampling rate, which is 1000 Hz. To unify the sampling rate of 70 

the system, the position data collected at the low sampling rate 71 

of the ultrasound images should be upsampled. 72 

 73 

Figure 2.  The telerobotic beating-heart surgical system with robot 74 
impedance-controlled force feedback and ultrasound image-based motion 75 
compensation.  76 

3 Master Robot Impedance Control 77 

The reference impedance model for the master robot includes 78 

the interaction force between the human operator and the 79 

master robot, fh, the interaction force between the heart tissue 80 

and the slave robot, fe , and the desired master response 81 

trajectory xrefm
. The relationships can be expressed as 82 



  

mmẍrefm
 + cmẋrefm

 + kmxrefm
 = fh − kffe              (1) 1 

where km, cm, mm are the virtual stiffness, damping and mass 2 

parameters of the master impedance model. The impedance 3 

parameters are set as positive so that the reference impedance 4 

model is a stable second-order differential equation. Also, kf is 5 

the force scaling factor. 6 

The transfer function of the reference impedance model for 7 

the master robot (1) can be written as a second-order function 8 

with a natural frequency ωnm
 and a damping ratio m  9 
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(2) 11 

where ωnm
=√km mm⁄  and m = cm 2√mmk

m
⁄ . In the following, 12 

only km, ωnm
, and m  will be adjusted. The virtual mass mm 13 

and damping cm can be calculated through the three adjusted 14 

parameters. 15 

The reference impedance model for the master robot 16 

should be designed to provide the human operator with non-17 

oscillatory force feedback. In other words, the model should 18 

achieve ( fh − kffe)→0 when the high frequency of the slave-19 

heart interaction force (fe) has been filtered to avoid possible 20 

exhaustion caused by the reflection of the oscillatory slave-21 

heart interaction force to the human operator. Specifically, the 22 

slave-heart interaction force (fe) is quasi-periodic heartbeat-23 

induced force due to the residual position mismatch between 24 

the slave robot and the heart motion and by the slave-mounted 25 

force sensor’s internal inertia should not be transmitted to the 26 

human operator. Therefore, direct force reflection of the 27 

oscillatory force fe  may lead to exhaustion and increased 28 

operation difficulties to the human operator. The goal of the 29 

reference impedance model for the master robot is to filter out 30 

the high-frequency portion of fe and achieve ( fh − kffe
l )→0 (fe

l  31 

is the low-frequency portion of fe). 32 

To this end, the natural frequency of the reference 33 

impedance model for the master robot, ωnm
, should be much 34 

lower than that of the beating-heart, ωnH
, which has a range of 35 

6.28 ~ 10.68 rad/sec. In other words, ωnm
 should be a small 36 

value (ωnm
 ≤ 0.6 rad/sec << ωnH

) based on the Bode plot of the 37 

second order impedance model (2) [39]. In addition, the 38 

stiffness parameter, km, of the reference impedance model for 39 

the master robot (1) should be chosen to be a small value so 40 

that to achieve ( fh − kffe
l )→0. To make the system have a fast 41 

behavior in response to the harmonic physiological force of the 42 

human operator, the damping ratio of the impedance model (2) 43 

( m ) is chosen to be 0.7.  44 

To control the position of the master robot xm to follow the 45 

reference trajectory xrefm
, a proportional-integral-derivative 46 

controller (PID controller) is used for the master robot. The 47 

parameters of the PID controller for the master robot are pm
K48 

= 1000, im
K = 200, dm

K = 1. 49 

4 NN-based Heart Motion Compensation 50 

In this section, a NN-based heart motion compensation 51 

algorithm is proposed for the slave robot. For the sake of 52 

brevity, we assume that the heart movement is a back and forth 53 

one degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion. This assumption is 54 

reasonable as for some specific cardiac surgeries such as mitral 55 

valve annuloplasty the target tissue motion is mainly along the 56 

direction of the major component of heart motion [19]. For 57 

clinical applications that require multi-DOF heart motions, it 58 

can be achieved by adjusting one axis of the slave robot frame 59 

along the direction of the major component of heart motion 60 

[32].   61 

The objective of the designed heart motion compensation 62 

method for the slave robot is to synchronize the slave robot’s 63 

motion with the fast heart motion and meanwhile control the 64 

slave robot to follow the position commands of the human 65 

operator. As shown in Figure 3, the desired reference 66 

trajectories for the salve robot, xrefs
, is the summation of the 67 

beating heart’s position, xe, and the master robot position, xm. 68 

The beating-heart position can be calculated based on the 69 

position of the slave robot and the measured robot-heart 70 

distance by ultrasound machine along with the surgical tool’s 71 

axis.  72 

The real-time positions of the master and slave robots are 73 

measurable through the end encoders attached to the robots’ 74 

end-effectors. However, the real-time beating heart’s position 75 

with the same sampling rate as the system, xe, is tough to be 76 

directly measured due to the non-negligible delay caused by 77 

ultrasound image acquisition and processing and the slow 78 

sampling rate of the ultrasound machine.  79 

To obtain xe, four steps are designed as shown in Figure 3. 80 

First, the distance between the surgical tooltip and the heart 81 

tissue, Xd
d, is detected through image processing algorithms. 82 

Second, the delayed beating heart’s position with low 83 

sampling rate, Xe
d, is obtained by adding the delayed and down-84 

sampled slave robot position, Xs
d, to the robot-heart distance, 85 

Xd
d . It is feasible because the direction of the surgical tool 86 

attached to the slave robot’s end-effector is set the same as the 87 

direction of the beating heart. So, the measured robot-heart 88 

distance Xd
d  can be converted to the slave robot’s frame by 89 

converting it from pixels into mm. The first two steps can be 90 

summarized to heart motion tracking.  91 

And then, heart motion prediction: the delayed Xe
d  is 92 

predicted through a NN-based motion predictor to obtain Xe. 93 

Finally, heart motion upsampling: Xe  is upsampled to xe , 94 

which has a high sampling rate. It should be noted that the 95 

order of motion prediction and upsampling has no big 96 

difference to the system. To reduce computation time, heart 97 

motion prediction is put first. 98 



  

 1 

Figure 3.  NN-based motion compensation control system. Due to the time 2 
delay caused by image acquisition and processing, the system includes two 3 
classes of data: real-time data (shown by black lines) and delayed data (shown 4 
by gray lines). Here, Xd

d  indicates the measured robot-heart distance by 5 
ultrasound machine, which is delayed and slowly sampled. Also, Xs

d and Xe
d 6 

are the delayed slave robot position and the delayed beating heart position 7 
under a slow sampling rate, respectively. The superscript 𝑑 indicates the data 8 
is delayed. The predicted beating heart position with a slow sampling rate 9 
using NN predictor is indicated by Xe. In addition, the current heart position, 10 
which has both high sampling rate and no delay is indicated by xe.  11 

 12 

4.1 Heart Motion Tracking 13 

The beating-heart motion data can be obtained through 14 

ultrasound image acquisition and processing. As the beating-15 

heart motion is assumed to be a back and forth one-DOF 16 

movement, for the sake of brevity, a point of interest (POI) on 17 

the surface of the heart is employed to represent the position 18 

of the beating heart. Specifically, the position of the POI on 19 

the beating heart is defined as the heart position along the 20 

surgical instrument’s axis, and it can be calculated through 21 

feature extraction algorithms.  22 

4.1.1 Image Acquisition  23 

The heart simulator employs a one-DOF custom-built 24 

mechanical cam and a voice coil actuator (NCC20-18-020-1X 25 

from H2W Technologies Inc., Santa Clarita, CA, USA) to 26 

simulate the back and forth beating heart’s movement (Figure 27 

4). The heart simulator can produce quasi-periodic motion 28 

signals, which temporally matched to an ECG signal [40], with 29 

a peak-to-peak amplitude of 9 mm. The movement has a 30 

fundamental frequency of 7.04 rad/sec, which will be used to 31 

adjust the parameters of the reference impedance model for the 32 

master robot.  33 

To simulate the heart tissue, an artificial plastisol-based 34 

tissue is mounted on the tip of the heart simulator. A straight 35 

and rigid tool used as a surgical instrument is mounted on the 36 

end-effector of the slave robot. Both the plastic tissue and the 37 

rigid tool are submerged in a water tank, which is used to 38 

simulate the heart’s blood pool and guarantee that both the 39 

simulated heart tissue and the rigid tool are visible under the 40 

ultrasound. The ultrasound image sequences are acquired 41 

through a 6MHz 4dl14-5/38 linear 4D transducer connected to 42 

a SonixTouch US scanner (SonixTouch from Ultrasonix, 43 

Richmond, BC, Canada) (Figure 4). The 2D US images are 44 

collected from the US scanner using a DVI2USB 3.0 frame 45 

grabber (Epiphan, Ottawa, ON, Canada). The frame rate of the 46 

ultrasound scanner is 25 Hz. The depth of the US images is 5.5 47 

cm.  48 

 49 

Figure 4. The experimental setup for ultrasound image acquisition.   50 

 51 

4.1.2 Image Processing 52 

Through image processing, the slow sampled and delayed 53 

robot-heart distance Xd
d  can be measured directly from each 54 

ultrasound image. For this purpose, as shown in Figure 4, the 55 

movement directions of the surgical tool and beating heart are 56 

set as the same, and the scanning plane of the ultrasound probe 57 

is set to through this direction so that both the surgical tool and 58 

the heart tissue surface can be clearly detected in each 59 

ultrasound image.  60 

To begin, each original acquired image is converted to 61 

black and white by choosing a binary threshold of 0.3. And 62 

then, the edge points of each binary image are obtained by a 63 

convolution operation with an operator of 3×3 Sobel edge 64 

detection algorithm [41]. After that, the longest line, which is 65 

the detected surgical tool, in each image is identified by a 66 

Hough transform [42]. The extension of the longest line 67 

through the surgical tool has an intersection with the surface 68 

of the heart tissue, which is defined as the POI on the surface 69 

of the heart (Figure 5). The points of surgical tooltip and POI 70 

presented in Figure 5 provide the robot-heart distance, Xd
d. For 71 

special cases, when the surgical tooltip contacts the heart 72 

tissue, the robot-heart distance is assumed to be zero. As the 73 

direction of the surgical tool attached to the slave robot’s end-74 

effector is set the same as the direction of the beating heart’s 75 

motion, the measured robot-heart distance Xd
d can be converted 76 

to the slave robot’s frame by converting it from pixels into 77 

mm. By adding the delayed and down-sampled slave robot 78 

position, Xs
d , to the robot-heart distance, Xd

d , the delayed 79 

beating heart’s position with a low sampling rate, Xe
d , is 80 

obtained.  81 

To compare the tracked POI position data with the actual 82 

position of the simulated beating heart, a potentiometer (LP-83 

75FP-5K from Midori America Corp., Fullerton, CA, USA) is 84 

used to collect and record the real-time position of the beating-85 

heart simulator. For this purpose, the surgical instrument 86 

(slave robot) is kept still, and the POI position can be acquired 87 

directly from the measured tool-heart distance along with the 88 

surgical tool’s axis. Figure 6 shows the comparison results. 89 

The mean absolute error between the tracked data and the 90 

directly measured data of a 1000 s-long data is 0.5697 mm, 91 



  

which is 0.0633 of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the heart 1 

motion and is sufficiently small.  2 

 3 
Figure 5. The detected tooltip, POI, and tool-heart distance. 4 

 5 
 6 

 7 

Figure 6. Positions of the tracked and directly measured POI on the surface 8 
of the heart. 9 

 10 

The tracked POI data is treated as a time series and will be 11 

sent to a NN for training and test. Therefore, five ultrasound 12 

image sequences each ~ 1000 s long are recorded for the 13 

training and test of the NN. The corresponding time series of 14 

the tracked POI position data are labelled as dataset 1-5. To 15 

implement the NN, the acquired five POI position datasets will 16 

be split into training and out-of-sampling test subsets, 17 

separately. Specifically, the first 75% of each dataset is used 18 

for training and the left is reserved for test. 19 

4.2 Heart Motion Prediction 20 

To compensate for the time delay caused by ultrasound image 21 

acquisition and processing, a NN-based heart motion predictor 22 

is designed. The heart motion prediction problem can be 23 

described as given an input vector x(n), which consists of the 24 

current and past heart positions, the NN model must capture 25 

the underlying dynamics responsible for generating the next 26 

position point, x(n+1). For multiple-step ahead prediction of 27 

x(n), namely, to predict x(n+D), where D is the delay length 28 

that needs to be compensated for, a closed-loop NN is 29 

employed. Therefore, the goals in this section are using 30 

training and test datasets to explore the optimal form of the 31 

input vector x(n) and the optimal architecture of the NN. Note 32 

that, here x(n) indicates the data point of the delayed heart 33 

motion with a slow sampling rate, Xe
d, and x(n+D) indicates the 34 

predicted heart position with a slow sampling rate, Xe.  35 

 36 

4.2.1 Recurrent NN 37 

A recurrent NN, which has at least one feedback loop, can use 38 

its internal memory to process sequences of inputs. As the 39 

problem is to predict the quasi-periodic heart motion x(n) 40 

which is a time series given the present and past values of x(n), 41 

there is no external input to the network, a nonlinear 42 

autoregressive (NAR) neural network, therefore, is 43 

appropriate to learn and implement the recursive prediction of 44 

heart motion. 45 

The architecture layout of a NAR employs a generic 46 

recurrent NN that follows naturally from a static multilayer 47 

perceptron (MLP) with two hidden layers (Figure 7). The 48 

NAR model has a single output that is fed back to the input 49 

layer of the MLP via a tapped-delay-line memory of q units. 50 

The vector x(n) applied to the input layer of the MLP consists 51 

of the delayed values of the output, namely, x(n), x(n-1), ..., 52 

x(n-q+1). The output is denoted by x(n+1). The dynamic 53 

behavior of the NAR model is described by  54 

x(n+1) = F(x(n), x(n-1), …, x(n-q+1))            (3) 55 

where F is a nonlinear function of its arguments, which can be 56 

approximated by MLP. The dimension and values of the input 57 

vector x(n) will be determined through dynamic 58 

reconstruction, which will be discussed later. Each circle 59 

shown in Figure 7 represents a neuron, and the model of it in 60 

the 1st, 2nd, and output layers can be expressed as 61 

y
j
1(n+1) = φ(bj

1
(n+1)+ωj

1(n+1)x(n))                  (4a) 62 

y
k
2(n+1) = φ(bk

2
(n+1)+ωk

2(n+1)y1(n+1))            (4b) 63 

�̂�(n+1) = φ(b
o
(n+1)+ωo(n+1)y2(n+1))              (4c) 64 

where φ(v) is a nonlinear activation function. Here, a logistic 65 

function given by φ (v) = 
1

1+exp(-av)
 is used. Value a is an 66 

adjustable positive parameter. Also, ωj
1(n+1) and bj

1
(n+1) are 67 

the weight vector and bias for the jth hidden node in the 1st 68 

layer, ωk
2(n+1) and bk

2
(n+1) are the weight vector and bias for 69 

the kth hidden node in the 2nd layer, and ωo(n+1) and b
o
(n+1) 70 

are the weight vector and bias for the node in the output layer. 71 

Vector y1(n+1) consists of all node outputs in the first layer 72 

(i.e. y
j
1(n+1), j = 1, 2, …, J), and y2(n+1) consists of all node 73 

outputs in the second layer (i.e. y
k
2(n+1), k = 1, 2, …, K).  74 

In Figure 7, the prediction errors will be used for backward 75 

computation. To attain the fastest backpropagation 76 

performance, the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation (LM 77 

BP) algorithm is employed. The NAR network is trained to 78 



  

model the unknown system, which maps the input vector x(n) 1 

to the output x(n+1), by using an open-loop NAR 2 

configuration. The trained network is then switched to a 3 

closed-loop NAR configuration for multi-step-ahead 4 

prediction so that various delays can be implemented.  5 

 6 
Figure 7. Architectural graph of a NAR network.  7 

 8 

4.2.2 Dynamic Reconstruction 9 

To identify the mapping that provides the NAR model, 10 

dynamic reconstruction is employed. The delay embedding 11 

theorem developed by Takens [43] is a fundamental result in 12 

dynamic reconstruction theory. It shows that dynamic 13 

reconstruction is possible using the m-dimensional vector x(n) 14 

when given the observable x(n+1). The vector x(n) is the input 15 

vector to the input layer in Figure 7 and can be expressed as 16 

x(n) = [x(n), x(n-d), …, x(n-(m-1)d)]T            (5) 17 

where m is the embedding dimension, and d is the normalized 18 

embedding delay.  19 

The false nearest neighbors [44] is used to estimate the 20 

embedding dimension m. By increasing m, the fraction of the 21 

false neighbors will reduce, and an appropriate embedding 22 

dimension can be determined. According to the five datasets, 23 

the explored embedding dimension is 18. The proper 24 

prescription for choosing d is to recognize that the normalized 25 

embedding delay should be large enough for x(n) and x(n-d) to 26 

be essentially independent of each other, but not so 27 

independent as to have no correlation with each other. This can 28 

be achieved by using the d for which the mutual information 29 

between x(n) and x(n-d) attains its first minimum [45]. The 30 

explored normalized embedding delay for the acquired 31 

datasets is 2. Once m and d are determined, the inputs to the 32 

MLP x(n) can be determined.  33 

 34 

4.2.3  Evaluations 35 

A root-mean-square error (RMSE) is chosen to evaluate the 36 

prediction results [46]. It can be expressed as 37 

RMSE = 
√∑ (x(ni) − x̂(ni))

2N

i=1

N
                      (6) 38 

where x(ni) is the desired output, x̂(ni) is the actual prediction.  39 

RMSE is a good measure of accuracy and will be used for 40 

the training data to explore the parameters (i.e. hidden layers # 41 

and neurons # in each layer) of the NAR from 12 architecture 42 

forms (Table I) by using fivefold cross-validation design. Due 43 

to the increase in complexity of the NN architecture, the 44 

computational capacity and the risk of overfitting increase. 45 

Considering this tradeoff, the explored NN architecture for the 46 

datasets is chosen to be 18-10-6-1.  47 

With the explored NN architecture, the time delay caused 48 

by ultrasound image acquisition and processing can be 49 

compensated for. Therefore, the predicted heart position with 50 

a slow sampling rate, Xe, can be obtained. 51 

 52 

TABLE I.  NEURON NETWORK ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 53 

No. Architecture No. Architecture No. Architecture 

1 18-6-0-1 5 18-10-0-1 9 18-14-0-1 

2 18-6-3-1 6 18-10-3-1 10 18-14-3-1 

3 18-6-6-1 7 18-10-6-1 11 18-14-0-1 

4 18-6-9-1 8 18-10-9-1 12 18-14-3-1 

*The NN architecture form indicates the number of neurons in each layer. For example, 54 
in the first architecture form, 18-6-0-1, 18 indicates the input number of the NN (explored 55 
through dynamic reconstruction), 6 and 0 indicate the neurons in the first and second 56 
hidden layers, respectively, and 1 indicates the output number of the NN.  57 

 58 

4.3 Heart Motion Upsampling 59 

The predicted heart position, Xe, under a lower sampling rate, 60 

∆T, is upsampled to a higher sampling rate, ∆t, by using cubic 61 

interpolation. Considering the data points, Xe0 and Xe1 , and 62 

assuming that n points need to be added between the two data 63 

points, a third-degree polynomial, f(i) = ai3 + bi2 + ci +64 

 d, i ∈ (0, 1/(n+1), 2/(n+1), ⋯, 1), can be interpolated on the 65 

interval [0,1]. The four coefficients are given by 66 

a = 2f(0) − 2f(1) + f ′(0) + f ′(1) 67 

b = − 3f(0) + 3f(1) − 2f ′(0) − f ′(1) 68 

c = f ′(0) 69 

     d = f(0)                                                                               70 
(7) 71 

where f(0) = Xe0, f(1) = Xe1, and f ′(0)  and f ′(1) are the slopes 72 

at points Xe0 and Xe1.  73 

The total time delay caused by ultrasound image 74 

acquisition and processing is approximate 160 ms. As the 75 

frame rate of the ultrasound scanner used in the paper is 25 Hz 76 

and the control frequency of the system is 1000 Hz, to 77 

compensate for the time delay of 160 ms, 4-step-ahead should 78 

be predicted in Section 4.2. In other words, to obtain Xe, D in 79 

x(n+D) should be chosen as 4. 80 

For the slave robot, the objective is to synchronize its 81 

motion with the beating heart’s motion and meanwhile make 82 



  

the slave robot follow the position commands of the human 1 

operator. Therefore, the predicted and upsampled heart 2 

position, xe, is added to the position of the master robot, xm, 3 

and the summation is the desired trajectories for the slave 4 

robot, xrefs
 (Figure 3). Similarly, to guarantee the slave robot 5 

position, xm, to follow the reference trajectories, xrefm
, a PID 6 

controller is used for the slave robot. The PID controller 7 

parameters for the slave robot are ps
K = 1000, is

K = 0, ds
K = 8 

20. 9 

5 Experiments 10 

5.1 Experimental Setup 11 

The experimental setup (Figure 8) employs a Phantom 12 

Premium 1.5A robot (Geomagic Inc., Wilmington, MA, USA) 13 

as the master robot and a Quanser robot (Quanser Consulting 14 

Inc., Markham, ON, Canada) as the slave robot. The master 15 

and slave robots are equipped with a 50M31 force/torque 16 

sensor (JR3 Inc., Woodland, CA, USA) and a Gamma 17 

force/torque sensor (ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC, 18 

USA), respectively, to measure the applied interaction forces 19 

of the human operator and the beating heart. 20 

 21 

Figure 8. The experimental setup. 22 

 23 

Table II presents the parameters used in the reference 24 

impedance model for the master robot (Equations (1) and (2)), 25 

which were obtained by trial and error during the experiments. 26 

 27 

TABLE II.  EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 28 

Symbol Definition Value 

ωnm
 

Natural frequency of 

impedance model  
0.5 rad/sec 

km Stiffness 4 N/m 

mm Mass 16 kg 

cm Damping 11.2 Ns/m  

kf Force scaling factor 1 

5.2 Experimental Results 29 

To verify the advantage of the NN-based heart motion 30 

predictor, three comparative experiments are proposed: 31 

teleoperation system with master impedance control and (a) no 32 

heart motion predictor for the slave robot, (b) EKF-based heart 33 

motion predictor for the slave robot, and (c) NN-based heart 34 

motion predictor for the slave robot. In the experiments, the 35 

tested hypothesis is as follows: Motion compensation and 36 

force feedback using a NN predictor will be better than using 37 

an EKF predictor or no predictor as the NN predictor has 38 

higher accuracy and a longer prediction horizon compared to 39 

the EKF predictor or no predictor [38].  40 

The surgical tasks in the experiments are that the human 41 

operator teleoperated a slave robot to get close to, make 42 

contact with, and break contact with the simulated beating 43 

heart tissue. During contact, the human operator is conducted 44 

to stay still so that the slave robot can primarily synchronize 45 

with the beating heart’s motion. To show the difference 46 

between the three groups of experiments, in the following, 47 

only the processes of contact are presented and calculated in 48 

the results. The contact duration is defined as the time when 49 

the slave-heart tissue interaction force is greater than 0.4 N 50 

[30]. 51 

Figure 9 shows the master and slave positions and forces 52 

of the three teleoperation systems. As seen in Figure 9a, there 53 

is a significant delay (160 ms) between the positions of the 54 

slave robot and the beating heart simulator due to ultrasound 55 

image acquisition and processing. By using EKF- and NN-56 

based heart motion predictors in teleoperation systems, this 57 

time delay is well compensated for (Figure 9b and Figure 9c). 58 

The position tracking performance of the developed system is 59 

evaluated by calculating the mean absolute synchronization 60 

error (MASE) in contact duration [25], MASE = 

1

1
n

i

i

e
n

=

 , 61 

where ie  is the position error between the surgical tooltip and 62 

its desired position when contact occurs, n is the sample 63 

number of contact duration. This position results are calculated 64 

and listed in Table III. The MASEs using no heart motion 65 

predictor, EKF-based predictor, and NN-based predictor are 66 

0.0045 m, 0.0032 m, and 0.0016 m, respectively. It can be seen 67 

that using NN to predict the heart position gives the best result 68 

among the three strategies.  69 

Additionally, in Figure 9, the forces of the master and slave 70 

robots during contact are shown. Because of the reference 71 

impedance model for the master robot, the forces perceived by 72 

the human operator are all non-oscillatory regardless of the 73 

predictor type. However, the slave-tissue interaction forces are 74 

influenced by the accuracy of heart motion compensation. The 75 

Average Forces applied by the human operator on the Master 76 

robot (AFM) and the Average Forces applied by the slave 77 

robot on the Simulated heart (AFS) for three teleoperation 78 

systems are calculated and are presented in Table III.  79 

The standard deviations of AFM for difference heart 80 

motion predictors are small which demonstrates that good non-81 

oscillatory force feedback is achieved. The standard deviations 82 



  

of AFS for the three heart motion predictors are large due to 1 

the residual mismatch between the heart motion and the slave 2 

robot motion, and due to the internal inertia of the force sensor. 3 

However, despite that, the standard deviation of AFS for NN-4 

based predictor is smaller than that for the other predictors as 5 

the higher motion compensation accuracy. In other words, the 6 

teleoperation system with NN-based heart motion predictor 7 

can achieve the best motion compensation performance and 8 

the smallest oscillator portion of the slave-tissue interaction 9 

force among the three experimental systems. These results 10 

have tested the hypothesis that the motion compensation and 11 

force feedback using a NN predictor performs better than 12 

using an EKF predictor or no predictor for teleoperation 13 

systems in beating-heart surgery.  14 

 15 

(a) 16 
 17 

 18 

(b) 19 

 20 

(c) 21 

Figure 9. Position trajectories and interaction forces of the master and slave 22 
robots. Results for teleoperation system with master robot impedance control 23 
and (a) no heart motion predictor, (b) EKF-based heart motion predictor, and 24 
(c) NN-based heart motion predictor for the slave robot. In the upper position 25 
figure, the blue solid line is the position of the master robot/human operator, 26 
the red dashed line is the position of the slave robot, and the gray dotted line 27 
is the position of the heart. In the below force figure, the blue solid line is the 28 
human-master interaction force, and the red dotted line is the slave-tissue 29 
interaction force. 30 

Table III. Experimental Results 31 

Results MASE (m) AFM (N) AFS (N) 

No prediction 0.0045 0.8503  0.0660 1.0568  0.3282 

EKF predictor 0.0032 0.4881  0.0763 0.8554  0.2838 

NN predictor 0.0016 0.5674  0.0679 0.7622  0.2408 

 32 

6 Conclusion 33 

An ultrasound image-based position controller for the slave 34 

robot and an impedance controller for the master robot are 35 

proposed for a telerobotic beating-heart surgical system to 36 

simultaneously achieve heart motion compensation for the 37 

slave robot and non-oscillatory haptic feedback on the master 38 

robot. To address the time delay caused by ultrasound image 39 

acquisition and processing, a recurrent neural network is 40 

designed and treated as a heart motion predictor. The validity 41 

of the proposed teleoperation system for beating-heart surgery 42 

was verified through experiments and compared to the other 43 

two teleoperation systems without heart motion predictor and 44 

with an extended Kalman filter-based heart motion predictor. 45 

The experimental results demonstrated that the presented 46 

system with NN algorithm shows significant advantages 47 

(higher synchronization accuracy and relatively steady slave-48 

heart contact force) over the other two systems. This shows 49 

that the proposed teleoperation system could be used in 50 

teleoperated beating heart surgeries and achieve safer and 51 

accuracy performance. In addition, the NN has great 52 

advantages over EKF on solving the heart motion prediction 53 



  

problem as it is more robust to unpredictive inputs such as 1 

irregular heart motion. Future work will involve exploring the 2 

system’s use with surgical systems and in actual beating heart 3 

procedures. 4 
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